
MATCH REPORT
HBE U12’s 6.12.48 vs BALGOWLAH SUNS 3.2.20

ROUND 2,  25/04/2021

ROFE PARK

Good to be back at Rofe Park on a nice sunny day for the first home game of the season. We had a squad of 17 for
this round, with Toby and Mia joining the team for their first game.

The first quarter started with both teams very evenly matched and requiring a level of high intensity to gain
possession of the ball.  Some good teamwork, tough tackles and good passages of play.  Play moved back and forth
pretty evenly to both ends of the field, with each score being countered at the other end for a very competitive
quarter score of only 2 points difference - HBE 2.2.14 vs Suns 2.0.12.

Eagles picked up the pace and kept the pressure up during the second quarter and this started to show in keeping the
ball more in our forward 50, however despite 3 scoring shots to 2, Suns pulled ahead with 2 goals versus our 1.  HBE
2.5.17 vs Suns 3.1.19

Third quarter spirits were high and our confidence was up, continued pressure and good teamwork was paying off
and we controlled possession well.  Kudos to the team for listening to advice from the sidelines and moving down the
ground when we had the ball, supporting other players and manning up well in defence.   Pulled ahead with good
momentum this quarter for a score of  HBE 3.9.27 v Suns 3.2.20.

Final quarter, with continued high confidence, home ground advantage and a desire for a win, the Eagles kept the
intensity up and brought it home with 3 goals and 3 behinds, whilst keeping the Suns scoreless - fantastic finish. Final
score HBE 6.12.48 vs Suns 3.2.20.

Good work Eagles, great day, great teamwork, great win!  Everyone put in a great effort and really proud of the
dedication shown - there were too many good passages of play to call out individually but you made one coach and a
lot of parents happy!  Well done to Matthew Lipman on player of the match - highlight of chasing down a Suns player
who was 15 metres in front and tackling him before he could dispose of the ball - great dedication! Also call outs to
the new players on the team - some great, clean tackles Mia, and Toby - some great passages of play including playing
on from the mark and some good kicks towards goals.

Focus areas for training:  Shepherding, not bunching together and making some space when we have possession of
the ball, getting the ball out wide to both sides of the ground, and getting on top of the ball and picking it up before
waiting for the opposition to do so and then trying to tackle them.

See you all at training and the game this Sunday.

Report by:   Scott Hill (Coach)

Don't have a good photo for this week, however if you want to watch a video of the team performing the Eagles team
song: https://youtu.be/XqF31WCKU8Q

https://youtu.be/XqF31WCKU8Q

